
Full Synopsis  (directly from Music Theatre International website) 

Act One 

The show begins with a shocking tableau of our two protagonists, Bonnie Parker and 
Clyde Barrow, dead in the front seat of their iconic grey Ford Deluxe Sedan. We are 
then immediately taken back to Depression-era West Texas with a young Bonnie at 
twelve years old, as she dreams of her life as a movie star and a young Clyde, who 
dreams of a life like Al Capone and Billy the Kid ("Picture Show"). The two grow up, 
holding onto and pursuing these same dreams, although it appears to have led to 
nothing, as we come to find that neither has escaped their resentful lives in West Texas 
– Bonnie, a waitress at a diner, and Clyde, a frequent inmate at the county prison. 

Clyde, who has just broken out of prison with his brother and partner-in-crime, Buck, 
discovers Bonnie, stranded on the side of the road with a broken-down car. The two 
dreamers connect almost immediately, as he fixes her car in exchange for a lift to Dallas 
("This World Will Remember Me"). Meanwhile, Buck flees to his wife, Blanche, who 
urges him to turn himself back in so that, once he has set things straight with the law 
and the Lord, they can start their lives afresh ("You're Goin' Back to Jail"). 

Bonnie and Clyde spend the next several days together. She shares her dreams of 
becoming a starlet, a poet and a singer. Clyde persuades her to sing for him ("How 
'bout a Dance?"). Bonnie takes him back to her house to stay the night and hide from 
the law... although it is short-lived when Ted, police officer and friend of the Parkers, 
shows up to check on Bonnie and warn her of a loose prisoner that has been spotted in 
her area. This unexpected visit forces Clyde to flee, although not before he convinces 
Bonnie that both of their dreams will come true if they skip town together – his of a life 
without worrying about money, and hers of extraordinary fame. He tells her to meet him 
at his brother, Buck's, house, and takes off to retrieve him. 

The brothers' reunion starts off sweet, thrilled to see one another again and talking of 
leaving town in the latest Ford car ("When I Drive"). However, when Bonnie arrives and 
Clyde urges his brother to join them on the road, Blanche forces Buck to confess his 
plans to return to prison, and an argument breaks out between the four of them. Their 
dispute grows to the point that Clyde slaps Bonnie for suggesting that he follow Buck 
and resign from his life as a criminal. Bonnie, in turn, slaps Clyde for mistreating her, 
and the two of them leave angrily. 

Buck goes through with his plan to turn himself in, and authorities eventually catch 
Clyde, as well ("God's Arms Are Always Open"). Both Blanche and Bonnie visit their 
respective Barrow men and discover that Clyde has been facing continuous assault by 
fellow inmates, encouraged by the prison guards. Ted, on guard at the prison, finally 
realizes Bonnie's relationship with Clyde. He laments that he is the better man for 
Bonnie, while Clyde insists that his is the only love worthy of her ("You Can Do Better 
than Him"). 



The following night, on the eve of the Barrows' hearing, Blanche and Bonnie face the 
criticism of their friends and family for standing by their love for these criminals, but the 
women realize that they cannot help their adoration ("You Love Who You Love"). They 
find themselves with the rest of the Barrow clan, who come to hear of the Barrow 
brothers' fates: Buck to be released on good behavior and Clyde to serve another 
sixteen years for seven counts of robbery and a prison break. 

Six months later, Bonnie visits a severely beaten Clyde, and the two plot to break Clyde 
out ("Raise a Little Hell"). Bonnie returns the next day with a gun hidden in her brassiere 
and leaves it with Clyde, who threatens to use it on the guard if he doesn't let Clyde go 
free. The prison guard obliges, and, in no time, Clyde is back to stealing money to get 
by. While their friends and family react to the news of their great escape, Bonnie, 
although reluctant to stay if it means sticking to criminal schemes, and Clyde take off in 
their 1931 roadster, excited and determined to fulfill their lifelong dreams ("This World 
Will Remember Us"). 

Act Two 

The second act opens with a society torn between the righteousness of living under the 
law and the sympathy of trying to live a better life in these harsh times ("Made in 
America"), showing that Bonnie and Clyde's criminal escapades have not only gained 
the attention of the press, but also support from the general public. However, in a 
grocery store robbery gone wrong, Clyde kills a deputy who was "trying to be a hero." 
When Clyde comes clean to her about his accidental transition from robbery to murder, 
a hysterical Bonnie wants out but finds that she's too far from what her life used to be to 
go back ("Too Late to Turn Back Now"). The grocery store shooting only earns the two 
hero status throughout the country, with police in every Southern state in pursuit of 
them. Clyde sends sporadic letters to Buck and Blanche, writing of all the adventure and 
opportunity they've found for themselves on the road. Buck sees that this life could also 
be possible for his wife and him and tries to convince Blanche that they should join 
Bonnie and his brother, but she refuses ("That's What You Call a Dream"). 

The notorious duo carry on their robbery spree, growing progressively more daring in 
their endeavors and taking on banks instead of stores ("What Was Good Enough for 
You"). Clyde even suggests that Bonnie send her latest poem about their story in to a 
big newspaper to be published. This not only gains more fame for the both of them but 
also infuriates the Texas team of investigators to the point that Texas Governor Miriam 
Ferguson interferes and recruits retired Texas Ranger, Frank Hamer, to hunt down 
Bonnie and Clyde. In the middle of a disastrous bank raid, though, Clyde is shot in the 
shoulder. When he hears the news of his injured brother, in order to help Clyde, Buck 
leaves home... and Blanche, who's torn between her righteousness and her love for 
Buck. 

Meanwhile, in their hideaway, the increasingly infamous couple share a tender moment 
("Bonnie"), although it is quickly interrupted by Buck's arrival. A hesitant Blanche, who 
chose love over law after all, accompanies him. Days later, while Buck and Clyde are 



out for another robbery ("Raise a Little Hell – Reprise"), Blanche inquires how Bonnie 
can possibly be happy, living the way they do, as the two women anxiously await the 
brothers' return. Bonnie insists that she and Clyde are the only people truly living their 
lives to the fullest ("Dyin' Ain't So Bad"). The boys return safely, but the celebration is 
brief as they learn that the authorities have discovered their hideout and have them 
surrounded. A shootout follows, and, although Clyde and Bonnie escape successfully, 
Buck is fatally injured and dies in Blanche's arms. Blanche is arrested immediately 
("God's Arms Are Always Open – Reprise"). 

While heading back to Dallas to visit their parents, a sporadic habit that the two have 
picked up, Clyde troubles over how his family will ever forgive him for abandoning Buck 
and leaving him to die. Bonnie assures him that Buck's death was not his fault, but both 
of them start to see that their famous adventures are coming to an end ("Picture Show – 
Reprise / Dyin' Ain't So Bad – Reprise"). All the while, Ted and the rest of the gang who 
are in pursuit of the legendary twosome discover their habit of visiting their parents. On 
May 23, 1934, on a road in Louisiana, Bonnie and Clyde are ambushed, marking the 
end of their fateful journey. 
 


